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NEW CONNECTION METHOD 

ACROSS MORE GENERAL TURNING POINTS1 

BY J. F. PAINTER AND R. E. MEYER 

The basic oscillator or Schroedinger equation 

e2d2w/dz2 + q2w(z) = 0, e I 0, (1) 

with q(z) analytic, except for a root or singular point at z = 0, poses a well-
known connection problem. WKBJ or L-G approximations 

w ~ Aq-1/2exp(%/e) + £<TV2exp(W§/e), ,2) 

dw/z ~ (iq1/2le)[A exp(/g/e) - B exp(-z£/e)] 

with 

£ = P q(s) ds (3) 
•/ o 

and constants A, B are valid in suitable regions, but not in a neighborhood of the 
transition point. The constants Av Bx in (2) valid to the left of such a point gen
erally differ from those, Ar, Br, valid to the right. Langer [1] found one constant 
pair in terms of the other for the class of "fractional turning points" at which 
z~vq(z) is analytic for real v > - 1 . But, if branch points, even of infinite order, 
be thus admitted, why not logarithms of z and still other branch points? 

The reason lies in his "central connection" method by uniform approxima
tion even near z = 0. For fractional turning points such approximands to w(z) 
are furnished by Bessel functions, but for logarithmic turning points they are nec
essarily less tractable. Uniform approximation, however, is not a prerequisite for 
connection, nor is it needed for the most important physical applications, e.g., in 
scattering. 

A new method will now be summarized which solves the problem for a 
more general class of equations (1) characterized (a precise statement is found in 
the Appendix) by 

rtö := %q'2dq/dz = rx(y + o(l)) as g -> 0 (4) 

with real 7 < %. This includes the fractional turning points, where 7 = #v/(l 4- v) 
(<% since v > -1), and also logarithmic turning points, where q(z) ~ zv(log zf 
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with real ju and y has the same value, but the o(l) term in (4) is more disagree
able, and also a great many more general branch points of q(z). 

The connection problem has many related versions; for defmiteness, the 
branch cut will be taken along the negative real £-axis (Figure 1) and connection, 

-1 -5 

FIGURE 1 

attempted from £ = -1 on the left to £ = 1 on the right. For the term in (2) 
dominant above the real axis, a simple asymptotic argument [2] then gives Br = 
Bx + o(l), the difficulty lies in finding Ar. Let A(%), B(%) denote the functions 
for which (2) is an identity, not an asymptotic relation; then (1) can be cast as 
an integral equation 

with £j any negative number and 

' s 

A(£) = At + Bjj (|, ^)e pKl + ƒ J A(S)JX& syp(s)ds 

p = 2//e, /(|,s) = ep ,jV*V0<ft A^A^l Bt = B(&,). 

(5) 

It is studied first on a semicircle | | | = 6(e) (Figure 1), so that £/ = -6, £r = ô 
and 

0(e) - > 0, e/6(e) - > 0 as e 0. 

This involves a drastic departure from the key requirement of turning point theory 
[3] to specify integrals only along "progressive paths" along which the exponen
tials in the integrands vary monotonely in magnitude. In the new method, non-
monotone and wild variation of the exponentials is central, a price paid for gains 
in flexibility. 

By careful choice of the paths of integration, the kernel ƒ(£, s) can be ap
proximated [4] for £ and s on the arc emphasized in Figure 1 (where 0o> 0 
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and independent of e) by an incomplete gamma function, whence in turn, 

ƒ(£, s)e~ps = [y 4- o(l)] {e'^/ps - e'^/p^} (6) 

on that arc. Related estimates for other £, s on the semicircle [4] complement 
(6), and by splitting off a volatile exponential factor, the integral operator in (5) 
may be made to contract—but only a disappointing bound \A(%)\ < const, times 
exp(2ô/e) is so obtainable for £ on the semicircle. 

Now, for <̂ (£) = yfe exactly, because q(z) = zv exactly, (1) is solved in 
terms of Hankel functions by 

w = ^H«\ï/e)> X = YL - 7, Ï = 1 or 2, (7) 

whence A(g) can be calculated for this special case; call this function Ay(%). Then 
(5) can be cast as an integral equation for A(g) -Ay(%)9 and a contraction argu
ment yields [4] A(%) -Ay(%) —> 0 as e —> 0 uniformly on the entire semicircle 
I?I = 5(e) (Figure 1) provided ô(e) be chosen so that 

(e/5)[ô<p(Ô)-7]exp(2ô/e)->0 as e-~> 0. 

The known connection formula for (7) is thereby extended to A : 

A(d(e)) = A(-8(e)) - 2iB(-d(e))sm(yTr) + o(l). 

Unfortunately, this requires a 6(e) so close to e that the extension from 
£ = ô to £ = 1 (and -Ô to -1) necessary for practical usefulness of connection, 
remains a real problem. For (5) on the real axis, a contraction argument [4] 
shows A(g) to be approximately constant over intervals of sufficiently short length 
(dependent on e and ô). They are generally too short to reach from 5(e) to 1, 
but a finite chain of them [4] does yield the desired extension, provided (4) is 
slightly strengthened to 

^ ( £ ) = 7 4-o(loglog...log|?|)-1 a s £ - + 0 (8) 

which still admits logarithmic turning points and many more. Then 

A(\) = A(-l) - 2iB(-l)sin(yiT) + o(l), 
(9) 

B(l) = B(-l) + o(l) 

as e —• 0. Much in contrast to the uniform approximation to the solution of (1), 
the first approximation to connection is thus the same for our generalized turning 
points as for Langer's fractional ones—and for Bessel functions. 

Appendix. A precise statement of the assumptions assuring (9) is that q(z) 
in (1) is analytic and nonzero on an open, connected and simply connected set 
Rz of complex numbers and also at every point of dRz, except for z = 0. At 
z = 0, q(z) is absolutely integrable so that £ can be defined by (3). The image 
Rç = |(/?z) contains a fixed rectangular neighborhood of the branch point, except 
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for the cut. On R^, <p(§) is of exponential order as |£| —» -/«>, and (8) holds with 
real constant 7 < Vi and some finite iterate of the logarithm. 
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